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ABSTRACT 

Fibromyalgia (FM) is a prevailing debilitating disorder that has been documented in patients with tension-type 

headache (TTH). The goal of this study was to determine the prevalence of fibromyalgia in TTH patients as well as 

the features of TTH patients with concomitant FM. One hundred patients with TTH and 100 apparently healthy 

subjects were conjoined in this study. The socio-demographic and headache characteristics of the patients were 

recorded. Patients with TTH had a considerably higher frequency of FM (34%) when compared to the controls (9%). 

TTH patients with FM had a substantially older mean age and a higher percentage of female participants than TTH 

patients without FM. Patients with comorbid fibromyalgia had greater headache frequency (P =0.02), headache 

intensity (P = 0.003), and higher scores on the HIT-6 (P = 0.004), GAD -7 (P =0.04), and PHQ-9 (p= 0.02), whereas 

there was no variation between the diseased patients and controls with regards to disease duration. In conclusion, there 

is a high frequency of FM in patients with TTH. Patients with coexistent FM and TTH tend to have more anxiety and 

depressive features,  more severe headache, greater headache frequency, and when compared to people who do not 

have fibromyalgia, they are more likely to have a significant headache-related impairment. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Fibromyalgia (FM) is a prevalent disorder marked by 

chronic widespread pain, which is frequently 

accompanied by tenderness, fatigue, mood changes, 

sleep disturbances, and other somatic problems. [1, 2]. 

The most common kind of headache in the general 

population is tension-type headache (TTH). [3], as well 

as the world's second-most-common disorder. [4].  

Comorbid fibromyalgia has been reported in patients 

with TTH in several studies [5-8]. Fibromyalgia is a 

devastating  illness that, when combined with TTH, can 

increase morbidity [9]. 

The purpose of this study was to determine the 

frequency of FM in TTH patients as well as the features 

of TTH patients with comorbid FM. 

2. PATIENTS AND METHODS  

A total of 100 patients were included in this case-control 

research with TTH in the Neurology Unit, Department 

of Medicine in "Ibn Sina Teaching Hospital" in Mosul 

City, between March and November 2020.  These 

patients were compared with 100 healthy individuals 

matched for age and sex who were considered the 

control group. They had no TTH or any type of 

headache. The study was conducted in conformity with 

the Declaration of Helsinki's principles, and all 

participants supplied written informed consent before to 

the study's start. TTH was diagnosed using the 

International Classification of Headache Disorders, 3rd 

Edition (ICHD-3) system. [10]. Patients with other types 

of headaches, neurological illnesses, or other recognized 
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causes of widespread pain, such as endocrine, 

rheumatic, or systemic problems, were excluded from 

the study. Age, gender, BMI, marital status, 

employment position, and education status were all 

recorded, as well as headache characteristics (frequency, 

headache intensity, and duration of TTH).The diagnosis 

of FM was done according to the 2011 modification of 

the preliminary diagnostic criteria for  FM released by 

the American College of Rheumatology in 2010  [11]. 

In addition, all the patients were assessed for the impact 

of headache, the presence of anxiety, and depression 

using the following scales: 

 The "Headache Impact Test-6 (HIT-6)" is a validated 

questionnaire used to measure the disturbance in the 

daily life of the patient caused by headache (range: 36–

78). This questionnaire includes six domains that assess 

how often recent headaches resulted in severe pain, how 

often they limit the ability to perform regular daily 

activities, and how often they led to the need to lay 

down, headache‐related tiredness, irritability, or 

difficulty concentrating [12]. 

  The "Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9)" is a 

validated depression screening tool. It consists of 9 

statements of depression symptoms that are assessed on 

a scale of 0 to 3 (none at all/a few days/more than half 

of the days/nearly every day) over the past two weeks. 

[13].  

The "Generalized Anxiety Disorder 7-item (GAD-7)" is 

a seven-item scale that assesses DSM-IV (Diagnostic 

and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th edition) 

listed general anxiety symptoms. In this self-report 

measure, participants were asked to rate their anxiety-

related issues on a 4-point scale (0 = hardly at all, to 3 = 

almost every day) throughout the two weeks prior to the 

questionnaire administration. GAD-7 scores range from 

0 to 21, with higher GAD-7 scores indicating more 

severe anxiety [14]. 

Headache intensity was evaluated on a numerical rating 

scale of 0 to 10, with 0 indicating “no pain” and 10 

representing “the worst pain imaginable”.  

 SPSS "Statistical Package for the Social Sciences" 

version 23 was used for statistical analysis. The mean 

and standard deviation of continuous variables were 

calculated. For the comparison of qualitative data, the 

Chi-square test was utilized. The differences between 

two means were calculated using the "student's t-test". 

Statistical significance was defined as a p-value of less 

than 0.05. 

3. RESULTS 

One hundred patients with TTH, 38 males (38%) and 62 

females (62%), their mean age (38.53 ±12.23) years, 

and 100 healthy control group, 41 males (41%) and 59 

females (59%), their mean age was (36.4±8.45) years 

were included in this study. Both groups were age and 

gender-matched, with no significant statistical 

difference between them (p-value >0.05). 

 The frequency of FM in 100 patients with TTH was 

(34%) compared to (9 %) in 100 healthy individuals (P= 

0.00002) indicating a statistically significant difference 

between both groups as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Comparison of FM between patients with TTH 

and control group   

  Cases(TTH)  

n=100  

Controls  

n=100 

P- value 

 

FM, n (%) 34(34) 9(9) 

0.00002 No FM,n 

(%) 

66(66) 91(91)  

    

The socio-demographic features of TTH patients with 

and without FM are shown in Table 2. In TTH patients 

with FM, the average age and ration of female patients 

were significantly greater than in TTH patients without 

fibromyalgia. (48.94 ± 9.87 vs.  33.17 ± 9.61, p< 

0.0001; 79.4 % vs. 53%, p= 0.01). Other socio-

demographic characteristics such as BMI, occupational 

status, educational attainment, and marriage status were 

not  significantly different between the groups. (p>0.05 

for all). 

The characteristics of headache among TTH patients 

with and without FM are shown in Table 3. Patients 

with comorbid fibromyalgia had greater headache 

frequency (P =0.02), headache intensity (P = 0.003), and 

higher scores on the HIT-6 (P = 0.004), GAD -7 (P 

=0.04), and PHQ-9 (p= 0.02), whereas there was no 

difference between the cases and controls with regards 

to disease duration. 
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Table 2. Socio-demographic featuresof TTH 

patients with and without FM                               

 

Table 3. Headache characteristics among TTH patients 

with and without FM 

Variable  TTH    with 

FM, n=34 

TTH   

without 

FM, n=66 

P value 

Duration of  

TTH ,years 
6.2±5.4 5.9±4.3 0.76 

TTH 

frequency 

(number 

per month) 

15.7±7.6 12.6±5.5 0.02 

Headache 5.5±2.3 4.2±1.8 0.003 

intensity 

HIT -6 61.7±6.4 57.4±7.2 0.004 

 GAD-7 6.3 ± 5.4 4.4 ± 3.6 0.04 

PHQ-9 16.4±5.6 12.9±7.5 0.02 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

In the current study, the frequency of FM among 

patients with TTH was 34 %, compared to 9 % of 

healthy individuals which indicates a significant 

association between the two conditions (P-value = 

0.00002). This finding was in accordance with previous 

studies which showed a high frequency of FM in TTH 

patients, ranging between 25.7% and 59% [5-7]. The 

apparent difference in FM prevalence across studies 

could be due to the utilization of different FM 

classification criteria, or the inconsistency in the 

application of these criteria. The ACR has established 

clinical criteria that do not include examining tender 

spots is, but it does give a metric for assessing the 

intensity of symptoms that are common in FM. These 

new criteria would be easier to use and would make 

diagnosing FM comorbidity much easier.  

The very high frequency of FM among TTH patients is 

not necessarily a representation of the TTH general 

population since the research was performed in a 

hospital-based neurology unit.   There is a need for 

community-based studies to establish the association of 

these conditions in the general population. 

 This frequent association of TTH with fibromyalgia 

could be possibly attributed to a common 

pathophysiologic basis. As a common mechanism for 

both FM and TTH, central sensitization of pain neurons 

has been proposed [9].  The pathogenesis of TTH seems 

to involve peripheral and central factors [15]. Initially, 

pericranial myofascial structures start to hurt for a 

variety of causes, such as postural or dental problems [9, 

16, 17]. It has been shown that TTH patients had an 

increased number of active and latent trigger sites, a 

forward head position, and reduced neck mobility [18, 

19]. As a result, central sensitization occurs. Assessment  

of pain tolerance thresholds and suprathreshold 

stimulation were performed on these individuals 

revealed widespread hyperalgesia and a decrease in 

diffuse noxious inhibitory control function [20, 21]. 

Variable  TTH   

with FM, 

n=34 

TTH 

withou

t FM, 

n=66 

P- value 

Average 

age (years) 

48.94 ± 

9.87 

33.17 ± 

9.61 
< 0.0001 

Gender 

(F/M), (%) 

 

79.4/20.

6 

53/4 0.01 

BMI    
26.3±6.5 

24.7±3

.4 
0.11 

Married, n 

(%) 
25(73.5) 

47(71.2

) 
0.63 

Employed, 

n (%) 
11(32.4) 

20(30.3

) 
0.83 

Education, 

years 
10.4±6.3 

11.5±5.

3 
0.36 
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TTH and FM may be induced by a similar imbalance in   

excitatory and inhibitory modulatory pain transmission 

regulation [9]. The spread of central sensitization 

beyond the cranium throughout the body may be an 

epiphenomenon of headache sensitization processing 

[9]. 

In the current study,   patients with TTH and comorbid 

FM   had the tendency to be older, and most were 

female. Our findings were in agreement with previous 

studies [6, 7]. It is known that the frequency of FM 

increases with age and that both TTH and FM 

predominate in females. However, Gender variations in 

these diseases are not entirely understood, but they are 

most likely the consequence of a complex interplay 

between gonadal hormones, brain processes, and pain 

processing [22, 23].    

In our study, the frequency of TTH   was significantly 

greater in patients with FM than in those without FM. In 

a study done by "de Tommaso et al.," the frequency of 

headache was reported as one of the major 

discrimination variables for FM comorbidity [6, 9].  

Increased headache frequency increases pain intensity in 

somatic areas beyond the cranium, and patients may be 

predisposed to FM [9].  In our study, Patients with 

comorbid fibromyalgia had significantly greater 

headache intensity and higher scores on the HIT-6.  Our 

finding was in agreement with a previous report of 

increased headache severity and headache-related 

disability in patients with coexistant FM and TTH in 

comparison to those with TTH only [6]. 

Scores on PHQ-9 and GAD-7 were significantly greater 

in the patients with concomitant FM. Our finding was in 

agreement with a previous study by de Tommaso et al, 

which show increased depression and anxiety in patients 

with coexisting FM and TTH as compared to those with 

TTH only [6].  Whether depression and anxiety are 

induced by FM or TTH, or they are independent 

exacerbating factors for either or both of them is not 

clear. It has been shown that interconnections between 

anxiety,depression, and TTH may be linked to serotonin 

levels. [24]. A lower level of serotonin may be involved 

in the dysregulation of "descending antinociceptive 

systems", contributing to fibromyalgia and TTH [24, 

25]. Mongini et al. reported that anxiety increases the 

degree of muscular tenderness in the head and neck, 

potentially promoting the progression into chronic 

headaches. As such, anxiety may initiate widespread 

myofascial pain and FM development in headache 

patients with increased  cranial muscle soreness [26]. 

The primary drawback in the current study was the 

small number of participants.     According to the 

findings of our study, it would be reasonable to suggest 

screening for coexisting fibromyalgia in the evaluation 

and management of TTH patients. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Patients with TTH have a high frequency of FM. TTH 

patients with concomitant FM  had the tendency to be 

older, and most were females. In comparison to patients 

without fibromyalgia, individuals with fibromyalgia and 

TTH experienced more depressed symptoms, had more 

intense and frequent headaches, and were more likely to 

have severe headache-related impairment. 
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